Riemannian vectorial collineations along with current Killing conservation are shown to lead to tensorial collineations for the energystress tensor in general relativity and in Einstein-Cartan Weyssenhoff fluid cosmology.
In this note we show that the Riemannian collineations of the energy momentum tensor is obtained when the conserved Killing current is obtained from the beginning.Let us start by defining the vector Killing type current
and By considering the Riemannian covariant derivative operator D a applied on equation (1) we obtain
In the case ǫ a is a Killing vector the following condition is obeyed
Thus expression (3) yields automatically the conserved current since the energy-stress tensor in GR is conserved (D a T ab ) = 0.Therefore the conserved equation is immeadiatly given by
Nevertheless in other theories like Einstein-Cartan the energy-stress is not automatically conserved like in GR,therefore one cannot use the Killing vector current on a trivial way.To include alternative gravity theories other than GR in our scheme we suggest that more general type of Riemannian or even non-Riemannian collineations can be used.Notice that if we assume current conservation from the beginning the expression (2) one obtains
Thus the recurrent spacetime [1] producing the Riemannian vector collineation
Substitution of (6) into (5) yields
As long as the recurrent vector ǫ is linearly independent equation (7) yields
Therefore the collineation coefficients C can be determined from this tensorial collineation.We shall now give a simple example in GR although formula (8) is equally valid in Einstein-Cartan or other type of alternative gravity.Let us consider the EMT of the type
of a dust fluid.Thus by applying (10) to (8) one is able to determine the coefficients C c ab .Waldyr AQUI DeIXO essa demonstracao para o Shariff.Acho que em alguns dias faco uma demonstracao no caso de Einstein-Cartan, ok?Um abraco.Luiz Carlos Garcia de Andrade.
By equating the RHS of equations (6) and (8) 
